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(^) '
UNITED STATE OF AMERICA

2
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x
4 :
In the Mhtter of: : Docket No. 50-266-OLA

5 : 50-301-OLA
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY :

6 s

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT :
7 :
Units 1 and 2. :,

8 s,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x
9,

In the Offices of
10 Alderson Reporting Company

400 Virginia Avenue, S.W.
11 Washington, D.C.

12 Tuesday, November 17, 1981

13 A telephone conference in the above-entitled

(]) matter was convened, pursuant to notice, at 11:15 a.m.

BEFORE:
15

PETER B. BLOCH, Chairman

16 Atomic Safety and Licensing Roard

17 APPEARANCES:

18 On behalf of Wisconsin Power Company

19 BRUCE CHURCHILL, Esq.
DELISSA A. RIDGWAY, Esq.

20 Shaw, Pittman, Potts C Trowb ridge
1800 M Street, N.W.

21 Washington, D.C. 20036

22 On behalf of Wisconsin 's Environmental Decade

23 PETER ANDERSON, Esq.
114 Lewis Carroll Street

() 24 Madison, Wisconsin 53703

25
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Q 1 On behalf of Westinghouse Electric Corporation

2 FRANK X. DAVIS, Esq.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

3 Room 564O P.O. Box 355
4 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

5 On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
RICHARD BACHMANN, Esq.

6 STUART THEBY, Esq.
EDWARD SHOEMAKER, Esq.
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f] 1 PR0CEEDINGS

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Good morning. This is Peter-

3 Bloch, Chairman of the Licensing Board for the Point Beach
)

4 Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, Docket Numbers 50-266-OLA and"

550-301-OLA.

6 This is an on-the-record hearing in this case.

7 The transcript may be ordered at the close of the formal

8 conference from the reporter, whom I ask to remain on the

9 line at the end of the call.

10 The principal purpose of calling this conference

111s to discuss the contents of a letter which we have

12 received f rom Wisconsin Electric, datad November 13, 1981,

|

_
13 suggesting the establishment of procedures.

I
~ 14 Our secondary purpose, and the reason that Mr.

15 Frank Davis from Westinghouse has been asked to join us, is

16to try to resolve some procedural questions relating to

|
17 concerns about the confidentiality of Westinghouse documents.

l

18 THE OPERATORS Mr. Davis is on the line.
I

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Thank you. Welcome, Mr. Davis.

20 MR. DAVIS: Thank you, Judge Block.

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Woald Mr. Churchill or Ms.

22 Ridgway like to proceed on the question of the establishment

Z3 o f the sched ule.

() 24 MR. CHURCHILL: You mean the schedule for the

25 hea ring?

O
:

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INO,
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(]) 1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That is correct.

2 MR. CHURCHILLa This is Mr. Churchill.

3 I wanted to bring the Board and the parties up to

4 date on the company 's latest thinking with respect to the

5 possibility of a full-scale sleeving program on Unit 2 in

6 the spring, cnd I wanted to disuns in that context a

7 proposed schedule. That proposed schedule is contained in

8 the letter that I sent out to the Board and the parties on

9 November 13.

10 Ihe way we stand now is that the sleeving

11 demonstration program proved to be very successful - so

12 successf ul, in fact, that it has increased the likelihood

13 that the company will want to go ahead with the full-scale

O'' 14 sleeving program on Unit 2 outage. '

15 What I wish I could tell the Board, but what I

16 can not , is that a decision has been made for sure, and the

17 best I can do is lay out as candidly as possible just where

18 we stand in the decision-making process.

19 The primary reason is simply that we are just

20 unsure right now of the availability of the Westinghouse

21 resources for a sleeving program in the spring if it turns

22 out that there are other utilities that would want to do

Z3 something that would have a greater need than we would.
j

() 24 Ironically, the success of the demonstration

25 program may at the same time increase the likelihood of the

O
:
|
|

ALDERSON REPoRTWG COMPANY, INC,
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(a) 1need for sleeving of some other facility. So, we just do

2 not have an answer yet. But out of prudence the only thing

3 I could think to do was relate this to the Board and suggest

4 a schedule which would make possible a decision in time for

5 a full-scale sleeving of Unit 2 if that were to occur.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, a problem which I

7 have is that the information you have given me really gives,

8 me no way of forming a judgment as to whether the chance

9 that you will go ahead with sleeving is five percent or 95

10 percent.

11 MR. CHURCHILL: I apologize for that, Your Honor,

12 and I tried to find that out as best I could as late as this
I

13 morning with telephone calls to the company, and we do not;

O 14 k now. I would like to be able to say it was 50-50, or 90-10

15 or something , but at this point I just do not know.
i

16 There are some other aspects that we could put

|
'

171nto this formula, too. The other element that I should

| 18 note is that because the degredation process is not as
!

| 19 advanced in Unit 2 as it is in Unit 1 - that is for various

20 reasons but mainly because Unit 2 has not been operating as

21 1ong as Unit 1 - but at this particular time the company

|

| Z2 would no t expect, when it comes down for the spring

Z3 refuelino, to find very many tubes that actually have

() 24 exceeded the plugging limit.

25 Therefore, it is legally possible to go ahead with

!

O(m

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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() 1 most - if not all - of the full-scale sleeving program

2 without actually having an amendment to the license.

3 Now, if that were the case and if that did happen,{)
41f we should encounter any tubes that were exceeding the

5 plugging limit, the company would plug those tubes with a

6 sechanical plug and deal with those later, as for example at

7 the following outage after the decision had been rendered,

8 finally, on the matter of the license amendment.

9 So, there is a possibility that because of the

10 unique situation of Unit 2 as compared to Unit 1 we might be

11 able to go ahead with most of the work without actually

12 having the license amendment.

13 ' CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Why is that, Mr. Churchill, since

I)' 14 there are so few tubes that might be involved, what is the

15 practical last date on which you would have to know about

16 the issuance of a license amendment?-

17 MR. CHURCHILL: I guess I don't have an answer to

18 t h a t , Your Honor because it would depend on whether the

19 sleeving would be done in two steps or one. If it were done

20 in two steps, that would mean that they would have an

21 extended outage just for this purpose.

22 3ut that is an interesting suggestion. It

23 suggests that it would not have to be by April 16, which is

() 24 the date that the outage st arts, but maybe as much as a

25 mon th later. I would hava to get back with more information

O
V
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() 1on that, but right now I do not have that.

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Have you completed, Mr. Churchill?

3 MR. CHURCHILLs Yes. I have completed except for{}
4 one thing. If the Board wa s in te re sted , I thought I could

5 give a brief summary report for the Board's information of

6the general program itself.

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I take it that the principal

8 topic of that report has to do with the efficiency with

9 which tubes were installed?

10 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, that is right. The fact is

11 that the process has worked. I would simply report on how

12 many of what kinds of tubes or what kinds of plugs were

13 used, and what happened.

O
14 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs I think that since that might

15 have evidentiary value in the record, and since it has only

16 a very weak realtionship to this motion, I think I would

17 prefer to receive that in writing.

18 MR. CHURCHILL: That is no problem.

to CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I would like to have staff
!

20 comment next, if it would.
|

| 21 MR. BACHMANN: Mr. Chairman, this is Richard

i 22 Bachmann representing the NRC staff.

| 23 Wer have talked in general with the people from

() 24 Wisconsin Electric.

25 MR. CHURCHILL: Excuse me, Mr. Bachmann, could yo

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 speak a little bit louder?

2 MR. BACHMANN: I am sorry.

3 The best estimate that staff now has and probably
)

4 a f airly realistic one for the issuance of a safety

5 evaluation report, environmental impact appraisals for the

6 full-scale sleeving program at Point Beach Unit 2 now is

7 probably the third week in February. That is taking into

8 account priorities of the staff; resources of the staff, and

9 the staff's desire and mission to present a full and

10 adequate evaluation of the program.

11 That is a fairly firm date for us at this tic e.

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Bachmann, could you comment,

13 then , on what you think procedural fairness requires of this

O 14 Board?

15 ME. BACHMANN: Looking at Mr. Churchill's schedule

16 that he provided in th e November 13 letter, I suppose that

171t depends on if we intend extending the beginning part of.

18 the agenda and they still meet the bottom line or the final

19 time. That would mean compressing the latter part of the

20 schedule as put in Part 2 of Appendix A, I believe, 10 CFR,

21 the staff documents merely proceed the staff's testimony if
(

( 22 we go strictly by the regulations.
l

23 Therefore, the staff documents, strictly speaking,

() 24 need only be ready prior to or very shortly before the staff

25 presents its testimony at the hearing.

/~T
U
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() 1 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs So, the minimum implication is

2 that the hearing should-be held after the third week in

3 February ?

4 MR. BACHMANNs Yes, sir. The staff is not

5 permitted by the regulations to present testimony until

6 these documents are prepared and issued.

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs Mr. Bachmann, given the

8 representations of Applicant concerning its lack of

9 certainty about the sleeving program, would you comment on

to whether there would be procedural unfairness introduced, and

11 whether it would be appropriate to try to meet Applicant's

12 deadline at this time?

13 MR. BACHMANN Well, we are in a situation, of

O 14 course , where the Applicant has not stated f or certain that
.

15 they intend to sleeve in April. In fact, as I recall a few

16 minutes ago Mr. Churchill said that perhaps the license

i 17 amendmen t migh t not be required until May.
|

18 This does count as a factor in the staff setting

191ts priorities as f ar as how much resources the technical
|
|

20 staff would be able to allocate toward prod ucing the

21 documents I mentioned.

| 22 However, I might also point out that some of the
l

! 23 things that are taking up the staff's time richt now have to

() 24 do with operating units that, if certain analyses and

25 reviews are not done by the staf f , might ca use a shut-down;

| ()

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(])~ 1 while here we are talking about a program that may or may
,

2 not go forward and in essence is not as necessary to keep a

r' 3 plant in operation as some of the things the staff isb)
4 currently working on.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH. Mr. Bachmann, I was not

6 addressing the staff's difficulties. I was addressing

7 possible unf airness to Intervenor. Do you think that given

8 the uncertainty about the starting of the project in April,

9 or even in May, that we ought to compress the schedule in

10 the manner suggested by Applicant?

11 MR. BACHMANNs Sir, th e regula tion, and especially

1210 CFR 2.720, which in part deals with discovery on the

13 stsff , indicates quite clea rly that the sta ff position in

O 14 any given proceeding is supposedly - and we hope will be -

15 f ully covered in the documents that we submit.

16 There is not really any provision in the

17 regulation f or any sort of extensive discovery to be made on

18 the staf f. I think this is what you are talking about,

19 having the time between the issuance of our documents and

20 perhaps time for the Intervenors to produce discovery. That

211s not the concept behind the regulation.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Well, that would be one possible

23 pro blem . But I am talking generally about truncating

() 24 discovery regardless of whe ther it is because of problems of

25 getting documents from staff or not.

' ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE, S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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(]) 1 I just want to know' whether you think there would

2 be some loss of f airness to Intervenor as a result of the

3 schedule that Applicant is suggesting, and the extent to
,

4 which you think the Board ought to weigh that possible loss

5 of time.

6 MR. BACHMANN: Let me be sure I understand your

7 question, Mr. Chairman. Are you considering the truncated

8 schedule based on the staff documents being issued in
,

9 February?

10 CHAIBMAN BLOCH: Well, in particular I am

11 concerned with the suggested schedule on page 2 of the

121etter that we are discussing, which suggests that discovery

j 13 requests be filed by November 23, 1981, which apparently has

O 14 no provision for further discovery following up on that

15 round of discovery.

16 I assume that what we learned this morning means

17 that we can somehow move the schedule up, possibly adding

18 another three weeks to five weeks to it without doing too

19 much harm to Applicant, although we are not sure of that.

20 I just want to know whether you think, given the

21 likelihood or lack of likelihood that there actually will be

22 sleeving done this spring in Unit 2, that we ought to do

23 tha t.

() 24 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I wonder if I could

25 comment on that. I did not perceive this as a truncated

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY lHC,
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() 1 schedule at the front end at all. This is fairly routine.

2 The amount of time given between the requests filed and the

} 3 responses is the time specified. in the ' regulations.

4 Horeover, that is just really the last date for

5 doing it. These discovery requests could have'been filed

6well before then, and we would have expected them. But we

7 have not seen anything.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH:- Er. Churchill,-I do plan to give

9 you a chance to rebut at the end, but I would prefer to get-

10 Mr. Bachmann's answer now and then speak to Intervenors

11 before you get your last crack as the proponent of this

12 s otion .

13 Hr. Bachmann, I would like your comment on whether

14 you consider this to be a truncated schedule or not, andJ

15 whether you think that the possible shortening would be a
,

i
; 18 problem.

;. 17 MR. BACHMANNa No, Mr. Chairman. .There has been a

18 round of discovery. Virtually all of the information that

19 the Applicant is going to submit had been submitted at the

2 time of the initial round of discovery. Very little has

21 come in since then.

22 I tend to agree with Mr. Churchill that the
t

| Z3 schedule as a whole does not appear particularly truncated.
|

() 24 S o , the only problem that I could see, possibly, is how any

25 additional requests for information based on the staff

^

I

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 documents might affect the sched ule . But assuming that

2 could be worked around, I basicaly do not see any unfairness

3 considering, as Mr. Churchill pointed out, that discovery
{}

4 essentially has been open for quite a while.

5 In fact, I believe you did even have discovery

6open prior to the admission of the contention before the

7 demonstration hearing. So, the staff does not believe that

8 this should be a cause of any unfairness.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: It is clear, Mr. Bachmann?

10 MR. BACHMANN: Yes, sir.

11 C9 AIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson?

12 MR. ANDERSONa We, looking at Mr. Churchill's

13 Noveaber 13 letter at page 2, we would disagree with Mr.

O 14 Churchill and assert that the letter does set forth a
15 schedule that is truncated except for the time to respond to

16 a discovery request.

17 Except for that piece, wherever it is truncated,

18 what I specifically make reference to, for example, it

191mplies that discovery requests have to be filed either

20 before or immediately upon receipt of the demontration

21 sleeving report which has not yet been provided. It would

22 require discovery to be initiated before the staff SER and

23 EIA have been failed.

() 24 It also, and lastly, implies discovery before new

25 contentions raised by these matters has been dealt with and

O)v

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 determined. I am speaking specifically, for example, if you

2 have with you that November 13, 1981 letter from Mr. C. W.

3 Fay of Wisconsin Electric to Mr. Keppler, the regional,

4 director for Region 3.

5 Be that as it may , for the people who do not have

O this letter, it raises new contentions, for example, on page

7 5 of the attachment to that letter it brings in the issue of

8 whether new restrictions are being created in the end of the

9 tubes by virtue of residues from the channel head

10 decontamination process.

11 But all I wan t to say in terms of the initial

12 question that is being posed at this juncture is, it is a

13 schedule which is truncta ted. To us the prerequisite

O 14 question that exists and has to be resolved prior to dealing

15 with the appropriateness of a truncated schedule is whether

16 an adequate showing has been made.

17 In this case here we find a very disturbing lack

18 of showing. We have vague innuendoes about, it may take

|

| 19 place or may not take place. We do not even have a

20 sta tement as to when a resolution - whether the sleeving

21 will go forward in the spring - in Unit 2 will take place.

22 Nevertheless, any willingness to state what the
;

i Z3 com petin g plants are so other people can make their own

() 24 determinations as to probability and not be dependent upon

25 the efficacy of the statement of that probability by one

O

ALDERSON REPORTING CQMPANY,INC,
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() 1 party with an interest in this proceeding.

2 I think that on that prerequisite questior. thrre

31s a very disturbing lack of support for it. I do not thinx
(}

4 we have reached the issue of the specific truncation

5 proposed by the company.

6 I assume we can start talking a t this juncture

7 about what can go forward now, what people expect they will

8 be putting in in terms of these preliminary matters, like

9 our expectation of amending our contentions.

10 But to go forward with a complete, truncated

11 schedule discussion at this point without that preliminary

12 showing having been made is not in order , in our estima tion.

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs Mr. Churchill?

O
14 ER. CHURCHILL: Yes, as I said before, based on

15 hea ring schedules that I have seen established in other ASLB

16 proceedings, this is not what we would call a truncated

17 schelule at all. We usually have to set schedules based on

18 normal, routinely expected proceedings and proceed on it if

!

|
19 somebody can show good cause later on why something new

20 should be injected into it. Then we just have to address

21 tha t as it comes.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, a s an example,

23 could you cite a proceedir.a i n which the discovery was set

() 24 to terminate before the SER was issued?

| 25 MR. CHURCHILL: I do not know if I can or not. I

()

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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Ihoped and anticipated when this came cut that the SER -- I
)

2 do not know, Your Honor. I might very well be able to.

3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH2 One possible piece of information

O
4 that relates to that is tha t my understanding is in the

5 management planning tha t the NRC has been conducting the

6 discovery schedules that have been suggested to the Atomic

7 Saf ety and Licensing Board panels, I believe, date from the

8 date of the issuance of the SER and then have time schedules

9 revolving around that.

10 Do you have a recollection of tha t, Mr. Churchill?

11 3R. CHURCHILL No, I do not have a specific

12 reco11ection or f amiliarity with that. But I do agree with

13 Er. Bachmann that the importance of beino able to have

14 discovery following the SER is very minimal at most. The

15 purpose of discovery is to go ahead and try to cet as much

16 inf ormation as they can from both parties as soon as

17 possible so that the proceeding can proceed expeditiously.

18 The SEB, in fact, is a reflection of the staff's

19 eval uation and distilling, and synthesis of information that

201s already there; information that nas already been

21 submitted by the parties, and information which was already

22 in the possession of the staf f.

23 It has never seemed to me to make much sense to

(]) 24 have to wait until the SER is there to allow a special

25 opportunity for discovery when the discovery can be going on

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1right now. Certainly, the Intervenors know what their

2 contentions are.

3 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs Well, be that as it may, the
)

4 question I am asking really relates to your assertion that

5 this is an ordinary and not a truncated schedula. I would

6 judge that , I think, by the kinds of scheduled established

7 elsewhere. You asserted that this is consistent with that.

8 I just wonder what you have in mind.

9 MR. CHURCHILL: Oh, what I meant was that this

10 kind of a schedule which calls for one round of discovery

11 with the re quisite time between the answer to the discovery

12 requests and the time it is filed, and in fact setting a

13 date, the latest date for filing interrogatories, they coula

'' 14 have been scheduled sooner.

15 With that interval between the time of the latest

| 16 discovery cand the time the written testimony is filed, and

17 then the time for the hearing to begin, that is very

18 standard. Those are the normal periods of time. This is

19 coming down to the end of the prehea ring type, the

20 prehearing activities. We do cut off discovery about this

21 man y weeks before the testimony is filed and the hearing

!
' 22 begins.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH Have you completed, Mr. Churchill?

() 24 MR. CHURCHILLs There is one other thing. I

25 understand , Lisa Ridway has just informed me, that in the

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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() 1 Three Mile Island proceeding discovery was closed

2 substantially prior to the issuance of the SER. So, I guess

{
3 that is one example that you-were looking for.

4 CHAIRHAN BLOCH: Of course, that was a special

5 Commission proceeding with limited is*Aes raised by the

6 Commission; is that not right?

7 HR. CHURCHILL: It was more like unlimited issues,

8 sir . It was quite an exemption proceeding, but you are

9right, there were special procedures set down for the

10 conduct of that hearing ahead of time. That hearing has

11 been going on for some time.

12 CHAIRHAN BLOCHz I am prepared to rule. I think

13 the Board has shown a great sympathy to the time needs tha t

O 14 Applicant has expressed to us in the past, and we will

15 continue to show sympathy to those time needs.
,

;

16 However, at this time our record contains a filing

17 by Wisconsin Electric Power tha t it will not conduct a

18 sleeving program in Unit 2 in the spring, followed by other

19 assertions that it might conduct a sleeving procram this

20 spring.

21 Under those circumstances, we are reluctant to cut

22 of f possi? 3 y meaningful discovery and do not want to

23 astablish a schedule a t this point.

() On the other hand, we did inaugurate a program by24

25 which each of the parties would indicate to us the progress

O
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1 tha t they have made in discovery, and there is a report due

2 on this subject in just a few days. We order that those

3 reports in this instance contain a plan of the discovery

4 that will be had in the future, and a realistic schedule for

5 the complete follow-up on those requests.

6 We also re reluctant to close discovery before the

7 issuance of the SER unless we have f urther information

8 indicating that there is a real need and not just a

9 spuculative possibility that there is a need for~a decision.

10 I think that a showing of a real need would

11 include a filing of some document by Westinghouse indicating

12 the exact nature of contingencies involved and indicating

13 that there is in fact a substantial chance that this

O
14 sleeving program will go forward in the spring."

15 Under those circumstances we would consider

16 establishing a schedule in which discovery might terminate

17 before the issuance of the SER. But without that kind of a

18 formal showing there is a chance that the SER will suggest

19 additional items to the Intervenor which could reflect on

20 the safety or environmental acceptability of this sleeving

21 p ro g ra m .

22 Wi th so little reason to truncate our procedure as

23 we are now given, we are reluctant to foreclose that

24 possibility to the Intervenor.

25 We also would point out to Intervenor because of a

O
i
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() 1 comment made in the course of this proceeding today on the

2 telephone tha t there is only one contention admitted in this

3 proceeding - there are not six or seven - and tha t
)

4 contention is quite broad. There is therefore no need for

S Intervenor to move to admit any new contention at this time.

6 Should we decide at a later time that the schedule

7 can be stretched out and tha t there will be no need for a

8 decision this spring, we might revise our decision on the

9 admission of the single, broad contention.

10 B ut civen the continuing possibility that we would

11 adopt a shortened schedule upon an appropriate showing, we

12 think it is still appropriate to broadly interpret the

13 Intervenor contention and therefore the ability to ask

O~~ 14 in terrogato ries, including interrogatories addressed to the

'

151etter which was discussed with us this morning, and there

161s no need for a further admission of contentions en that

17 sub ject .

18 I am now prepared to move to the next subject on

19 our agenda.

20 MB. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I wonder if I can have

|
21 some cla rifica tion on tha t last point. This is not the way

22 I unerstood the current status of the case to be.

23 My understanding is that there are in fact four

() 24 contentions admitted . That the status of those contentions

251s in f act shaky, based on the results of the demonstration

O
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() 1 program hearing in October. But nevertheless, be that as it

2 may , those contentions are there.
.

- 3 It is our intention, it is our firm intention, to

4 move for summary disposition with respect to thoce

5 contentions. It is our understanding that were we to

6 succeed in the motion for summary disposition with respect

7 to those contentions, the hearing itself would be summari]y

8 disposed of. That is my understanding of the rules.

9 Obviously, if there is good cause shown for some

10 type of enlargement la ter on, we would have to deal with
'

11 that as it came. But I do view this as a hearing that has

12 four contentions in which are susceptible - at least in

13 theory - to motion by either us or the staf f for summary

O 14 disposition.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH. Mr. Churchill, it could be

16 helpf ul, since this issue was raised, I think possibly it

17 will clarif y things. But my understanding of the record is

18 dif f eren t from yours.

19 When we admitted contentions we admitted a single,
.

20 broad contention. Subsequent to th a t , there was a hearing

21 conducted concerning a demonstration progaram, and during

22 th a t hea rin g Intervenor pressed only four points within that

23 broad contention. We therefore in our order following the

() 24 hearing addressed only the points that had been raised.

25 We made it clear in that order that that was

O
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() 1because tha t was all that Intervenor had raised at that

2 time. But I do not understand any basis for concluding that

3 the f ailure to raise additional issues at that time changes
{

4 the status of our initial order in which we admitted

5 contentions.

6 Now, if you were to move for summary judgment,

7 therefore, it seems to me that the summary judgment would be

8 directed at the single admitted contention and would state

9 that there are no genulae issues raised by tha t contention.

10 We would hear such a motion.

11 I think you are correct that some of the things

12 tha t happened with respect to the demonstra tion progras cast

13 some doubt on the continuing contentions of this proceeding,

O 14 but there sould be an opportunity for Intervenors to respond

15 as to why there still are genuine issues with respect to

16fu11-scale sleeving.

17 MR. CHURCHILLs Your Honor, Section 2.74 clearly

18 provides tha t contentions a re supposed to be set forth with

19 specificity and the bases are supposed to be set forth with

20 s pecificity . The object is to narrow as much as possible

21the specific issues that are to be heard in the operating

2211 cense proceeding, which this is.

23 Furthermore, if the Intervenors later try to raise

( 24 new contentions it is incumbent on them, they have a burden,

25 to raise these concerns - and they must be specific concerns

O
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(]) 1and they must have a showing of good cause as to why they

2 are being raised later.

3 To say that one contention which makes a general

4 conclusion as to the adequacy or inadequacy of sleeving is

5 in to the extent that it is not composed of the four

6 specific contentions means that the Intervenor would not

7 have any Eore burden at this point to show any good cause as

8 to why they are raising a new issue since these should have

9 been raised back at the time of the 2714 proceeding.

10 It does make it very difficult to conduct

11 discovery in the way contemplated in the regulations, which

121s that first of all the contentions are identified and then

13 discovery is conducted on the conten tions.

O 14 Now, I understand that because we had the special

15 expedited procedure 17 the beginning, the Board was very

1611beral about a broad contention for the purposes of

. 17 allowing vide latitude in discovery because of the timing,

18 then .
|

19 But that was my understandino of the main purpose

20 of the broadly-worded contention. But in fact when we get

21down to actually litigating the specific, narrow concerns,

22 it was and is the four concerns raised in the contentions.

23 I believe that is a fundamental basis of the

() 24 entire f abric of the Commission's hearing regulations, which

251s to identify as soon as possible and as specifically as

()
|
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{) 1 possible specific issues, rather than litigating the broad

2 question as to whether operation at the plant is safe, or

- 3 whether sleeving in general is acceptable; but rather the

4 specific concerns that an Intervenor has within the wider'

5 context.

6 This, in turn, as I raid, governs discovery. It

7 enables the meaningf ul filing of motions for summary

8 disposition so that we can attack each specific contention-

9 without having to attach an entire sleaving report, for

10 example , as supported the motion.

11 I would sincorely and urgently request that the

12 Board reconsider its statement of the posture of the case at

13 this time because I do believe that it is and should be that

14 we do ha ve bef ore us four contentions.

15 CHAIBMAN B10CHs Mr. Churchill, if you remember

16 our prior discussion that we still considered that there is

17 a possibility that this proceeding is being expsdited more

18 than it ordinarily would, and we therefore ruled tha t the

19 broad contention would continue to be considered in this

20 proceeding.

21 To the extent tha t you have just made an argument

22 f or reconsideration on the record, that motion is denied.

Z3 To the extent that you mioht wish to file a written motion

() 24 settina forth your arg umen t and tha t motion is not untimely

25 because it relates to a prior order, we would of course

O
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() 1 consider that motion either because it is timely wih respect

2 to an order we have just issued, or because there is good

() 3 cause for it with respect to the written order we issued on

4 tha admission of contentions; good cause for lateness in

5 filing it with respect to that crder.

6 Do the other parties wish to comment on what has

7 just occurred?

8 ER. ANDERSON: We understand your ruling to be

9 that et this time, until otherwise advised, there is no need

i 10 to add additional specific intentions unless they would be

11 outside the ambit of the general contention that the Board

12 previously ruled upon.

13 I would like to, just to make sure that everyone
'

141s not surprised at a later date, indicate to the Board andi

15 the parties that for example the November 13, 1981 letter
,

16 f rom the company to the Commission that I referenced earlier

17 may raise issues that we consider important, that may not be

18 within even our broad contention previously admitted.

19 To the extent that is the case after we review

20 this this week , this is to advise that we would be

21 submitting an additional contantion at the beginning of next

22 week.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs Mr. Anderson, I would say that so

() 24 f ar as the Board is concerned you have stated correctly wha t

25 we have just said. Since there could be a motion to

O
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() 1 reconsider it, is possible that you want to protect your

2 right by stating specifically any new contentions that you

3 do wish to file and the cause for filing them late. You{)
4 could of course pref ace that filing by stating what the

5 Board has already ruled.

6 The main purpose of my comment was just so that

7 the parties are advised tha t we consider new issues are

8 arising and they are not in any way caught short. I will

9 attempt to ripple them through, as you indicated, in that

10 procedural manner.

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs Would staff like to-comment?

12 MR. BACHMANN: Yes, Mr. Chairman, we would like

13 clarification on this detailed plan of discovery that you
,

- 14 indicated should be included in the discovery. I am not

15 quite sure we understand how that would apply to considering

16this single broad contention. What sort of detail is it

17 tha t the Board wishes to have?

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH4 Well, the principal detail that
,

19 can be supplied relates to the plans of the parties to file

20 additional interrogatories and its anticipated need for

21 follow-up interrogatories or other discovery methods.

22 As a part of that, a schedule for the dispostion

Z3 of the entries in the proceedings could be suggested based,

() 24 on the one hand, on the possibility that we vill have no

25 further finding that this is a real sleeving program that

O
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() 1 will take place in April or May or, on the other hand, the

2 possibility *%at this is a real possibility and we will need

3 to consider a schedule that will meet Wisconsin Electric{}
4 Power's legitimate needs. ,

5 Mr. Bachmann, you were speaking.

6 MR. BACHMANNs That is all I have, sir.

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs Then let us move on to the other

8 part of this proceeding today, dealing with confidentiality.

9 First I would like to ask Mr. Churchill whether I

10 am correct in assuming that Wisconsin Electric Power Company

11 no longer has any role with respect to confidentiality.

12 NH. CHURCHILLs No longer has any role? Let me

13 see .

'

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs That is, that the entire issue is
, ,

15 going to da borne by Westinghouse.

'6 fR. CHUHCHILLs Well, we did file a brief, Your
i

17 Honor, and we would like that brief to be considered. We

18 consider ourselves as the Applicant, I surpose, interested

191n the outcome of this issue, as well as with Westinghouse.

and I vill leave this up to the20 It is my understanding -

|
21 wishes of Westinghouse counsel - that Westinghouse has

22 entered a special appearance for the purpose of this and

23 intends to and desires to take the lead.

() 24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH4 My confusion is, since they are

25 their secretes and since you are nerely acting as their

i
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() 1 agent, I as not sure I see any continuing role on this issue

2 f or Wisconsin Electric.

3 MR. CHURCHILL 4 Oh, we definitely have an interest("}
4in it, Your Honor. For one thing, we have a responsibility

5 to Westinghouse to protect these secrets, a.nd we would like

6 to exert our maximum effort to do that and to assist

7 Westinghouse in doing that.

8 For another thing, it is not clear to me that this

9 could happen, but if for example an adverse determination or
r

10 some kind of outcome of this proceeding should occur which

11 would interfere with our ability to gain the requisite staff

12 approval to perform the . .tivities tha t we wish to perform
,

13 and then somehow prevent us from doing that, we would be

O 14 vitally interested and concerned with the outcome of this.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That last argument seems to me to

16be quite coagent. Have you concluded, Mr. Churchill?

17 MR. CHURCHIlla Only to the extent th t if

18 Westinghouse desires, we will simply let them take over on

: 19 this. But we are here to offer assistance and may from time

20 to time chime in, rather than consider ourselves totally out

21of this issue.

22 CHAIBMAN P LOCl? t Mr. Davis, is that your

Z3 understanding of the proper relationship th a t Westinghouse

A
() 24 would take the lead, but that Wisconsin Electric should

,

25 con tinue to be a party with respect to this issue?

O
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() 1 MR. DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, this is Frank Davis.

2 It is our understanding of the Commission's

[}
3 regulation that 'the responsibility f or applying for

4 proprietary protection rests in the first instance on the

5 applicant utility, in this instance Wisconsin Electric Power

6 Company.

7 Section 1.790(b)(1) speaks of an application being

8 filed with the documents. That application is by the

9 utility .
o

10 The supporting affidavit. in turn, must be filed

11 by the owner of the material, in this instance Westinghouse

12 Electric Corporation.

13 It is to provide further elaboration, if you will,

O 14 for the affidavit that we have already filed that we have

15 elected to make a special appearance in this proceeding. To

16 the extent that the affidavit regarding the reason that the

17 proprietary information should be held to be proprietary and

18 the subsequent proprietary affidavit of R. A. Wiseman that

19 we filed , which is proprietary in its own right, is

20 questioned, we want to participate because we saw a

21 possibility - we perceive it as slim - that the proprietary

ZZprotection might not be allowed, we chose to participate.

23 We would be delighted if the utility's application
,

() 24 f or withholding were granted by the staff and we are still

25 waiting for the staff's decision in that regard. At that

O
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() 1 point we would respectf ully take a less active role in the

2 proceeding , but nevertheless watch it, observe the

3 proceeding.{);

4 CHAIPMAN BL JH Mr. Davis, we will plan to issue

5 our own ruling on confidentiality, regardless of the action

6 of th e s ta f f .

7 MR. DAVIS: Judge Block, Westinghouse Electric

8 recognizes that the Board perceives that it has a role in

9 this regard.

~

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I do not want to get into the

ti merits of the argument on confidentiality at this point. We

12 will have a chance to argue those issues fully and the '

13 positions that the Board may express today will only be

'- 14 tentative and f or the purpose of guidance to the parties.

15 B ut I do not think it would be f air to argue the issues

16 today since I do think there is a reason for Intervenor to

17 be able to digest the materials that have been filed and >

,

| 18 p ossibly to respond.

|

19 MR. DAVISs Mr. Chairman, may I respond to that

*

20 sta temen t?

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Yes.

22 MR. DAVIS: Frank Davis again of Westinghouse

23 Electric Corporation.
,

() 24 It is our understanding and wish th a t the

25 Intervenors really have no stake in the outcome of the

O<
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() 1 questions of the issue now pending. This is the

2 determination of whether our application for withholding

3 should be granted, and another aspect, whether Wisconsin
)

4 Electric 's a pplica tion should be granted, and our. affidavit

5 is adequate in that regard.

6 That question is between the Commission and

7 Wisconsin Electric Power, and Westinghouse. We do not

8 perceive that the Intervenor has a role in that debate. The

9 Intervenor has been f urnished the underlying proprietary
-

10 data pursuant to the Board's protective order. But it is

11 our understanding that they do no t have, or wish that they

12 be found not to have, any stake in the question now pending

13 between the Commission and Wisconsin Electric Power, and

O 14 Westinghouse .

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Davis, have you completed

16 your presentation at this point?

17 MR. DAVIS: I hope there will be time to argue the

181ssue of proprietary questions at further length later in

19 this conversation.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs Well, unless the parties express

21a willingness to determine the issues on their merits as a

22 result of today's hearing, I would plan to schedule that

23 discussion in approximately a week to ten days.

() 24 You obviously would prefer to have the entire

25 discussion on confidentiality tak a pince now?

.
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() 1 33. DAVIS: Er. Chairman, it seems appropriate to
,

2 sention a conversstion that you and I had yesterday where

[}
3 you cited some authority to me which I have not yet had

4 access to, found copies of.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH. I would like to say for all the

6 parties, Mr. Davis and I did have a discussion yesterday and

7 I raised with him two questions.

8 One was, I asked him to file an affidavit which

9 would support the rather unparticularized statement of

10 Westinghouse that the entire Wiseman affidavit, which was

11 filed with us only and not with Intervenors and not with

12 Wisconsin Electric, was confidential.

13 Second, I gave him two case citations, two

O 14 Department o' Energy Freedom of Information Act cases. I

15 told him at that time that I had served for a year in an

16 appeal authority on Freedom of Information Act cases for the

17 0ffice of Hearings and Appeals at the Departm er t of Energy,

18 and that the reason I was suggesting these two cases was

19 that they are apparently the largest body of agency law on

20 Freedom of Information Act issues, and that the authority

21 suggested possible outcomes in this case.

22 The two cases that I cited were Collier, Shannon,

Z3 Rell and Scott, s decision which is published by CCH,

() 24 Federal Energy Management Guidelines, 8 DOE, paragraph

25 80,129, issued May 20, 1981; and the other case for which I

O
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( }) 1 have no published cita tion yet is Exxon Company, U.S.A.,

2 Hiller and Chevalier, issued April 1, 1981. The case

3 numbers are BFA-0609 and BFA-0614.

4 These cases stand broadly for the proposition that

5when questions are raised about the public release of

6information, the appeal authority - or possibly it is

7 suggested in this case, the Board - sh ould make its own

8 decision about whether the exception to the release of

9 public information should be granted because of a claim of

$esult there must beto confidentiality, and that as a

11 suf ficient particularity in the supporting documents with

12 respect to the sllegedly confidential inf ormation so that

13 t'w Board could reach its own decision that these documents

14 are in f act confidential.

15 Mr. Davis, thank you for raising the question of
.

16 our conversa tion yesterday, and I would invite you to

.

17 continue with your remarks.

18 MR. DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman - pardon me,

i
19 Judge Block.

|

!
. 20 After you cited these cases to me I have made a

21 diligent ef fort to find ce?ies of the dec? 'ons and have

| 22 been told t hat there is a copy available for me to be picked

i
23 u p at the County Law Library of the Collier, Shannon, Bell

() 24 and Scott opinion. I have, however , no t received it nor,
|

! 25 obviously, have I been able to digest it, nor have I been

()
|
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() 1 able to find a copy of the firest Exxon Company decision you

2 referenced.

3 I theref ore am not prepared to respond to the
{)

4 2erits of this question.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs Ohiously, Intervenor cannot be

6 either.

7 MR. DAVIS: As I stated earlier, Your Honor, I do

8 not believe the Intervenors have a stake in this issue, but

9 that is staply one side of the argument.

10 We would therefore like the opportunity to

11 participate in a further exposition of this issue at

12 whatever time is the pleasure of the Chairman and of the

13 other members of the Board.

O 14 CHA12 MAN BLOCH: I Do think - before you conclude,

15 Mr. Davis because I want you to be able to comment on what I

16 now say - I do think that the Board has jurisdiction over

17 thi s issue and I would like to stete why.

18 It seems to me the jurisdiction is based partly on
1

;

19 the rules, and partly on the nature of the adjudicatory'

20 process of which we are a part. It really stems from the

21 general principle that in a democracy the actions of

Z2 government are available to be examined by the people, and

Z3that it does not help to just give it to a party in a

() 24 pro ceeding; and it is a legitimate issue concerning the

25 integrity of the entire hearing process to consider whether

O
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() 1 or not a document should be accorded confidential treatment.

2 Now, I assure you in making that initial

3 determination that we do not intend, as I stated at the(}
4 hearing in Wisconsin, we do not intend to realease this

51nf ormation ourselves, but to make a ruling on its

6 releasability and to allow legitimate appeal rights to be

7 pursued by Westinghouse and by Wisconsin Electric Power -

8 that is assuming that the ruling is against them.

9 I have by no means determined the merits of
9

10 whether these particular documents should be accorded

11 confidential treatment.

12 I also would state that part of the problem facing

13 the Board is that none of the parties have as yet informed,

O
14 us in an organized way what it is that the public can learn

15 about sleeving from the public records.

16 Mow, we could review the record ourselves and

17 determine that, but it does seem to me that the burden ought

18 to be on one of the pa rties - and I am not sure which tt
|

19 this point - to tell us wha t the public can know, and to

20 tell us in f act whether the public need to know can be
i

21 satisfied by some kind of summary document, or deleted

22 document that is not yet in our record. That is the concerni

Z3 tha t I have, that the public know enough from our record so

( 24 t ha t if there are one or two informed scientists somewhere

25 who want to look at what we have done, that there will be a

('
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() 1 public record available thnt meana something in terms of the

2 responsibility of the government to the people.

[}
3 Mr. Davis, that really is the reason that I think

41t would be helpful for Intervenor to continue to play a

5 role in support of a position that it has taken before us.

eI do want you to be able to comment before I give the other

7 parties a chance to comment as well.

8 MR. DAVIS: Thank you, Judge Blech.

9 It is the position of Westinghouse Electric

10 Cnrpora tion that the staff of the NRC makes that ultimate

11 "etermination of what is and is not, or should or should not

12 be determined to be proprietary and withheld from public

13 disclosure.

O
14 We simply have to look at the recent San Onofre

15 pleading process where there was no hearing.

16 CHAIRMAN B10CHs I do not understand how a case in

17 which there was no hearing can tell us wha t the authority is

' 18 of the B< ard when there is a hearing.

19 MR. DAVIS: I cite that recent instance of the

20 sleeving program at the San Onofre unit or units performed

21by the Southern California Edison Company, I believe is the

22 title of the Company, and Westinghouse Electric

Z3 Corporation . There, there was no hearing. The staff made a

() 24 determination of what was and was not p ropr ie ta ry .

25 It is our judgment that that process was no less

O
|
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(]) 1 saf e than the sleeving process which we hope will continue

2 at the Wisconsin Electric Power Point Beach facility. The

3 f act that there is a hearing involved and a Licensing Board
{

4 appointed does not, in our cpinion, change the complexion of

5 the matter. There is a process in place for determination

6 of what is and is not proprietary.

7 Gur appearance here is to argue for the

8 continuance of the protective order which the Board has

9 cranted. Should that protective order go forward, we feel

10 our interest will be adequately protected. It is for the

11 purpose of assuring that this protective order continues in

12 place and force that we wish to participate in whatever

13 procedures the Board may provide in the nea r f uture.

)'

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Davis, I recollect a further

15 portion of the conversation we had yesterda y which also

16 should be disclosed.

17 In the course of that conversation I asked you

r Mr. Wiseman could be disclosed to18 whether the affidavit e

19 Intervenors under protective order, and you said that it was

20 your position that it could not.
,

l
'

21 In addition, you stated that you did not want it

22 even disclosed to Wisconsin Elect.-ic under protective

23 order. Is that a correct statemeit of that portion of our

A
( ,/ 24 discussion ?

25 MR. DAVISs Your Honor, it is indeed. At this
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(v'') 1peint I think it advisable, perhaps, to make a parenthetical

2 remark thit because the matter is now being discussed fully

r'T 3 on the record with a transcript being made, and it is my
(./

4 opinion that everything that we stated was strictly of

5 procedural nature and there was none of substance, is nov

6 being related. Therefore, there is no need to memorialize

7 our conversation of yesterday in a letter.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs I agree with that, although now

9 there is still one further thing that was said, which was

10 that one reason you objected to allowing Intervenors to have

11 the document under protective order is that you challenge

12 their reliability on following protective orders.

13 MR. DAVIS: Thank you for refreshing my
C\
\~' 14 recollection, Your Honor.

15 I was informed by a source that I consider to be

16 reliable after Westinghouse made arrancesmewnts to provide ,

17 with Wisconsin Electric's assistance, provide the

18 pro prietary data to the Intervenor, that at an earlier stage

191n the Public Serv':e Commission proceeding in Wisconsin,

20 Decade was provided the same or similar proprietary

21 inf ormation ender s Wisconsin TSC protective order, and that

22 the proprietary information was in turn sent cut to many

23 other persons in Wisconsin and perhaps other places, who

() 24 were not parties to the TSC proceedino; who were not parties

25 to the protective agreement of protective order, and who had

O
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( 1 no business in getting that proprietary information.

2 I am not prepared to swear to the accuracy of that

{}
3 assertion, it is just that the assertion was made to me and

4I want to track down this allega tion f urther.

5 Pending the conclusion of that investigation, if

6 you will, I have extreme reluctance to give Decade any more

7 Westinghouse Electric Corporation proprietary data pursuant

8 to a protective order or agraement, or otherwise.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH4 Have you concluded, Mr. Davis?

10 MR. DAVI3: Begarding that point I have, Your

11 Honor. I do want to say a couple more things in relation to

12 wha t we ta3ked about earlier.1

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Please.

O
14 MR. DAVISs Thank you.

i

15 It is true that the Bord expressed its doubts, if

i

| 16 you will, or e. pressed the inklings of a doubt, that the
(
l 17 Wiseman affidavit could properly be withheld without further

18 supporting information in a subsequent affidavit or perhaps

191egal argument as to why At, itself, is proprietary.

20 We stand by our conclusion that the clear reading

i
21 of the last paragreaph of Section 2.790(b)( 1)(ii) clearly

22 gives the discretion to sta te baldly tha t the information is

23 proprietary in its entirety, and we stand by that position.

() 'The Board did give us the opportunity to file24

25another affidavit perhaps to elaborate on the matter or

O
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() 1 legal argument. We feel that is unnecessary.

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH Mr. Davis, you may want to

/')-
3 comment also on the f act that in your filing of November 12,

\~
41981, the top of page 2, you described the Robert A. Wiseman

5 affidavit and you stated, "In the affidavits of Robert A.

6 Wiseman Westinghouse has attempted in good faith to make the

7 showing required by" - a citation to the section "and

I am sorry, this is not the8 believes that the showing" --

9 sectiort.

10 I believe tha t there is a citation in one of your

11 documents which I am not finding at this moment, that stated

12 that you had attempted to excise proprietary information

13 f rom the Wiseman affidavit to make it available to tl.e

O
14 public. I am not finding that at this moment.

15 HR. DAVIS: I do not think you will find that, Mr.

tGChairman - pardon me, Judge Bloch.

17 Also, if I might add, Judge Bloch, you mentioned a

18 November 12 pleading or filing. We numbered each of our

19 filings, starting from page 1, and there were several

20 filings on November 12. So, if I could have with greater

21 par ticularit y which filing you are talking about, if you

22 should find what you referred to.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That was a clear mistake on my

0) 24 part because that was a Wisconsin Electric filing. If you(_
25 w ai t for a moment, I do want to searca for this citation.

O
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() 1 I would urge anyone who has a mute switch to try

2 to use it.

(T 3 HR. DAVIS: Excuse me, did you say we should talk
.

(_/-

4 now?

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: No, I am sayini if romeone is

6 searching through pspers, if he has a nute switch it would

7 be preferable that he use it.

8 I am not finding it now. If in f act it was not in

9 the 'destinghouse filing there should be no concern. I

10 thought that I had read it yesterday, but I am not locating

11 1t now. So, it may not be important.

12 Do any of the parties on the line know the

13 cita tion which I am searching for? There being no one, I

O
14 assume it was an error of mine. M r. Davis, you had one more

15 poin t, I believe.

|
'

16 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, this is Mr. Churchill.
,

17 I wonder if you are referring to the bottom of

18 page 2 and the top of page 3 of the licensee's response to

19 the moticn. This is what was filed on November 12.

| 20 CHAIREAN BLOCH: Perhaps you could read it to me,
I

21I as having trouble shuffling papers here.

22 MR. CHURCHILL:. Pursuant tc 10 CFR, Section

23 1.7 90 ( b ) ( 1) the documents for which protection from public

() 24 disclosure is sought were supported by an affidavit

25 identifying the part considered proprietary and the rasons

ba
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() 1for such treatment. Would that have been the reference you

2 are looking for?

3 CHAIRMAN BLOCr, No, I do not think so. It was{}
4 more specifically that every effort had been taken to make

5 the Wiseman affidavit be sanitized so that it could be

6 released in its entirety. But I am not finding it, so let's

7 drep th a t, it seems like a minor point.

8- Mr. Davis?

9 MR. DAVIS: Thank you, Judge Bloch.

10 For sake of clarity of the record again, Judge, I

11 think it might help if documents which by their title do not

12 explain them fully, for instance , the Wiseman affidavits,

13 were explained a little further perhaps, including the date

O 14 of the affidavit, so that we can reference which one of the

15 many documents fit that description we are speaking of.

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We were, of course, talking abou*

17 the affidavit of R. A. Wiseman, filed with us as part of the

18 Westinghouse filing. It came with a letter from

19 Westinghouse which was dated November 13. I do not see a

20date of the af fida vit, though.

21 MR. DAVIS: The concluding page of the affidavit

22 should by right have a date on it.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs It should, but as I look at it,

() 24 1t does not seem to be signed. My copy is missing the

1

25 signa ture page.
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() 1 MR. CHURCHILLs so is mine.

2 MR. DAVIS: May I say, Mr. Churchill, you did not

T
- 3 get a copy of the Wiseman affidavit.

CJ
4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I take it back, the reason it is

5 misring the signature page is because you followed a format

6 where the signature is nn page 2, and it is dated November

7 13, 1981. It was not signed at the end. Is that correct,

8 Mr. Davis?

9 MR. DAVIS: Judge Bloch, you are right. There is

10 an af fidavit of R. A. Wiseman of two pages, signed on the

11 second sheet and dated, and properly sealed. We have the

12 original in Pittsburgh, followed by a supplement to

13 affidavit of R. A. Wiseman of six pages.
OG

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs And that is the document we have

15 been ref erring to. That document has not been made

16 available except to the Board.

17 MR. DAVIS And Mr. Treby, Your Honor.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Correct.

19 MR. DAVIS: It is our intention at the present not

20 to have a sanitized - it~ you will - version of this

21 af fidavit. We considered it proprietary in its entirety.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I understand that that position

23 has been taken. Have you any further remarks?

24 MR. DAVIS: We again would like to preserve our

25richt to respond to whatever procedures the Board has for

*

\ v
I
!
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() I the future.

2 CHAIRHAN B10CH: Would you like to suggest a

(} 3 hearing date at this point?

4 MR. DAVISa I would like to know, Your Honor, is

5 it in the nature of another prehearing conference, will

6 there be a telephone call with a transcript taken, or are

7 you talking of a full-blown evidentiary type hearing?

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I favor a telephone conversation,

i 9 although I do not consider that to be inconsistent with

1011mited sworn testimony.

11 MR. DAVIS: The second point you made, Your Honor,

121s something new in my experience, and I f avor that. The

13 reason I asked, Your Honor, because it is certainly easier

O 14 to get people together who have the information at hand for

15 a telephone call f or a matter of hours, let's say, than it

161s for a hearing requiring extensive travel and several days

17 of f ree time.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I understand tha t. I, o' course,

19 will hea r the other partie r' views on that, also. But,

20 would you like to suggest a date?

| 21 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor, I am not prepared to

:

22 suggest a date at this moment. A week or ten days sounds

Z3 rich t. Once that date is decided on , I would like to

() 24 con tact the witness or witnesses of Westinghouse we will be

25 calling upon and verify that they are available for certain

O
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() 1 dates.

2 We were under the imprassion from the transcript

{]} 3 of the October 20 hearing that it woud be a telephone call

4 at an unnamed, unknown date at that point, in the future,

5 and we therefore did not clear anyone's schedule or provide

6 that a certain day be kept open.

7 I would like an opportunity to get together with

8 our people and make sure they are available f or an af ternoon

9 or morning telephone call on a given date.

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Thank you, Mr. Davis. You have

11 concluded, I believe?

12 MR. DAVISs Thank you for the opportunity. Yes, I

13 have said all that I need to sa y f or now.

O
14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Treby or Mr. Bachmann?

15 MR. BACHMANNa Yes, Mr. Chairman, this is Mr.

16 Bachmann here.

17 Before I begin I would like to indica te that I
,

l
18 have with me Mr. F.dward Shoemaker. He is from the legal

19 staff for the Commission end his area of expertise is in the

j 20 area of proprietary and trade secret information.

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Shoemaker, welcome.

22 MR. SHOEMAKER: Thank you very much, Your Honor.

23 MR. BACHMANN4 There are two points the staff

( 24 would like to make very b riefly , one of which is that our
|

25 technical people, in consultation with Mr. Shoemaker, have

O
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() 1 completed their review to determine the proprietary nature

2 of the information that has been submitted to the staff,

3 which of course does not include the recent filing by{}
4 We stinghouse.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Does that review terminate in a

6 document, M r. Bach mann ?

7 MB. BACHMANN: Yes, sir. Wer will be filing a

81etter - I believe this week - which will go out to all the~

9 parties, indicating the staff's finding.

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH Mr. Bachmann, it is possible,

11 given the nature of the Board's expressed interest in this

12 iss ue , that you may want to give greater attention to the

13 reasons for your findings than you ordinarily would? I am

O 14 just suggesting that. It is unusual, I think, in NRC

15 proceedings that the Board has taken this interest, but it

16 would be helpful to us if we had as full a statement as we

17 could .

18 MR. BACHMANN: Yes, sir. The findings taat we

19 have so far - and I will state it briefly - is that the

20information submitted thus far does fall within the 10 CFR
21 2.790 classification of trade secret or, as the Applicant

22 puts it , proprietary information. Our conclusion also is

Z3 tha t it should not be withheld.

() The staf f does have a second poin t, however and24

25 tha t is, going over the record so far and the discussions

i
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() 1 that have been made and responses to the oral motion that

2 has been made by Decade, the preliminary view of the staff

{]} 31s at this time that the Board does not have the

4 jurisdiction to de te rmine the withholding or denial of

5 withholding of information.,

6 We find from looking, it is a unique situation
4

7 with unique issnes, and we intend to file a brief on the

8 matter probably about the middle of next week.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs I think we would a pprecia te that,
.

10 Mr. Bachmann. That is the middle of next week which would

11 be about the 24th?

12 MR. BACHMANNs Probably the 25th, Ycur Honor.

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: All right. We just expressed our

O 14 initial reesons for thinking we had jurisdiction. So, I

15 assume you would sttempt to address those.

16 MR. BACHMANN: Yes, sir.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH How do you feel about the

18 scheduling of a telephone conference to resolve these issues?

19 MR. BACHMANN: At the present moment that seems

20 fine to th e staffe that is acceptable to the staff.

21 CHAIRMAN B;3CH: Which date is acceptable?

22 MR. BACHMANN If you will wait just a second, sir.

j 23 Judge Block?

() CHAIRMAN BLOCH Yes, Mr. Eachmann.24

25 MR. BACHMANNs We had to confer here because we

)
L

|
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O 'a n== der or oate ta>t wo=1* de iavo1 *- The t re

2 f eels inat either November 30 or December 7 would be good

3 dates where we would have the people necessary to

4 participate.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Thank you. Has the staff any

61'ur cher comments?

7 I would like to know whether the staff has

8 questions that Westinghouse ought to address with respect to

9 the confidentiality of the R. A. Wiseman af fidavit which we

10 were talking about.

11 MR. SHOEMAKER: Judge Block, this is Ed Shoemaker.

12 Our preliminary review is that the ..eas cited in

13 2.7 90 ( d ) (1) , last paragraph about the affiant's ability to
O

14 sup plement with hit own affidavit and claim that portions of

15 tha t are proprietary is clear in our regula tions.

16 My preliminary view is that we would support what

17 Mr Davis from Westinghouse has already said, tha t the claim

18 for proprietary treatment of portions of an affidavit can be
,

|

| 19 made in the document itself and does not require further

20 justification .

21 CHAIBMAN BLOCH: I agree that the claim can be

22 made. My :;uestion really relates to the specificity of tha t

:

23 claim and my preliminary review of the document in which it'

O 24see e to me thet e very 1erge portion of thet infor=etion

25 would appear to be already public, and that the claim that

O
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(') 1 the entire document is organized in a way so tha t the

2 combination of those publicly available pieces of

[}
3information ic entitled to proprietary status, I think at

I4 least requires some further showing.

5 Bu t Mr. Shoemaker, apparently you disagree with

6 that.
.

7 MR. SHOEMAKERS In the past, Judge Bloch, we have |
\

S nevar required an applicant in his supplementary affidavit

9 to go through a full redaction process. It is not |
|

!10 inconceivable, we could do it. We have not felt it was
!

11 necessary because the document that we are really focusing |
J

12 on is the underlying submittal and not the affidavit in |

|

13 support in and of itself. |

14 If we determine that the underlying document is

15 proprietary , we generally either offer the same treatment to

16 the affidavit in support, or offer the company under

17 2.790(c) an opportunity to withdraw that do cu m en t , or under

i 18 2.790 (d ) , last pa ra g ra ph , would find that that document is

19 no longer necessary for attention within the agency and we
,

20 would return it to them.

21 So, it is a little bit of a new a rea for us. We

22 have not been faced with asking a submitter to redact an

23 af fidavit in the past.

() 24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Of course, if you had a request

25 for that under the Freedom of Information Act right now, you

A
V
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() Icould not take thre option of returning it.

2 ER. SHOEMAKER: No, that would have the effect,

(]} 3 Your Honor, of lorking in that document within the

4 possession of the agency and we would have to deal with it

5in our normal course, with the provisions of the Freedom of

6Information Act.

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Has staff concluded its

8 presentation?

9, MR. BACHMANN: Yes, we have, sir.

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill?

11 MR. CHURCHILL 4 Yes. I do not have very much to

12 add to this discussion. Obviously, as is clear by now, the

13 Applicant is not privy to seeing the second Wiseman

14 affidavit, the one that came in, I think, on November 13

15 I would, however, like to raise a couple of

18 questions of a riarifying nature. First of all, although

17 the staf f is contesting the jurisdiction and there will be a

18 brief , it has been my understanding that based on the

19 comments of the Intervenor at the end of the last hearing

20 when it raised th i s , that we are dealing with a f airly

2111mited issue here, and it is limited in a couple of

22 respects.

23 Number one, I believe it to be limited to the test

24 results .

25 Number two, I believe it to be limited in the

,
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(]) 12.790(b)(5) argument rather than the 2.790( b)(4) argument.

2 The (b)(4) argument is the question of whether or not the

- 3 material is trade secret.

4 That seems clear on the face of the record and the

5Intervenors' comment that they are not arguing whether or

6 not it is trade secret, they are arguing whether the public

7 interest requires that trade secret information be disclosed

81n this case , which is the (b)(5) determina tion , 2.790(b)(5 )

9 determination.

10 You recall, we had a dialog at the end of that

11 1as t hearing where Applicant had suggested that the
(

12 Intervenor propose in writing just what its allegations were
.

13 with respect to the proprietary informat.on, and thei

14 Intervenor chone not to do that but instead said that its
i

151ssue and its brief thereon was already contained in the

16 record.

17 I believe the Board was involved in tha t dialog

18 and stated its views that it wa s limited to the test results

19 and the Intervenor agreed.

20 The way I see the logic of the situation is that
j

21 2.790 clearly con' emplates that the Commission make a

22 determination of whether information should be withht?d or

Z3not, and that means that the staff does it in the first

() 24 ins tance.

25 If the Board were to get involved - and I prefer

O
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() Ito v'.oncid comment on that particular question until after

2 we see ; 'ie staf f 's brief - but if the Board were to get

{]) 3' 31ved it seems to me the only extent to which it would

4 get involed is to the extent that there is some kind of a

5 contest or a disputed issue with respect to the whithholding

6 of proprietary information.

7 Therefore, the dispute for which the Board may or

8 may not get involved, depending on its determination af ter

9 reading the staff's brief, therefore that disputo is limited

1C to the a rgument which was raised by the Intervenors at the

11 end of the hearing.

12 CHAIBMAN BLOCH: Please continue, Mr. Churchill.

13 MB. CHURCHILL: That is limited to tests and test

O 14 results and the question of release of that trade secret

15 information rather even than wilether that information itself

161s trade secret.

17 I thought I woudl raise this issue right now, just

18 for clarification, so that we all have the same

19 understanding about the magnitude of the forthcoming

20 telephone hearing.

i 21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Is it Wisconsin Electric's
|

22 position that the jurisdiction of the Bosrd, if it exists,

231s in any event limited to matters raised by Intervenor and

24 cannot go beyond that? Is that correct, Mr. Churchil!.?'

25 MR. CHURCHILL: I believe that logical in the

!

1
i
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1 context of the rules because most of the time, even though

2 Boards are requested to, and required to, and do issue

3 protective orders which they do quite frequently, the

4 question of whether that information deserves to be

5 protected or not usually is not before the Board and does

6 not have to be reso1ved by the Board in order for it to

71ssue a protective order. That is made clear under

8 paragra ph 2.790(b)(6 ) .

9 Therefore, any jurisdiction, if at all, would be

1011mited to matters in centroversy on that subject matter.

11 The second point -- or would you like to respond

12 to that, Your Honor?

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs No, I think you agreed with me in

14 my statement of what your position was.

15 MR. CHURCHILL Yes, that is my position, and nov

16 I would like to put a question mark at the end of all that

17 and ask you if that is your perception of the bounds or the

1811mits of this hearing, so that we know how best to prepare

19 f or i t .

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I understand that is your

21 position . But I have not reached a decision on that. The

22 argume'It I made ear 11er about the possib1e reasons for Board

23 conce. e1ates to our responsibility f or the integrity of

O 24the recere and the possib1e right of the pub 11= to knov

25 about the basis for the Board's decision.

G
V
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() 1 I therefore as not prepared to say whether I would

211mit my rulina to the argument made by Intervenor. I

C/)
3 understand the coagency of your argument and I will

4 certainly examine carefully the sections of the regulations

5 that you cited.

6 MR. CHURCHILLs I believe that if the Board were

7 to do that, that would be in the area of a sua sponte

8 determination.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Of course, that sua sponte

10 determination rela ter only to important safety or

11 environmental issues. We have no authority to sua sponte

12 take up procedural issues. I think our authority in

13 procedural areas may be broader or may be narrower, and that

O
14 really is what you are raising.

15 I do not see how it is sua sponte in the

16 traditional sense.

17 MR. CHURCHILL: I guess sua sponte in the

18 traditional sense, I meant that if it is an issue that is
i

19 not raised and put into controversy by the parties, then it

20is not before the Board.

| 21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: All right.

!
'

22 MR. CHURCHILL: I did not mean to a rgue this

.
Z3 question right now. I merely meant to state that based on

24 the history of how this issue has come before us all,

251ncuding the dialog we held at the end of the hearing, that

}

|
|
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( 1 I believe this issue is considerably narrowed. Our brief

2 points that ot t , and the reason it is narrowed because that

3 is the way the Intervenors, who have raised the issue, chosu

4 to define the issue.

5 We, in fact, responded, Your Honor, with the

6 understanding that that was the issue. Our brief,

7 therefore, addresses those points and does not go to the

8 vider question.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: All right. Have you concluded,

10 M r. Churchill?

11 MB. CHURCHILL: No, there is only one other point

12 that I would like to bring out, and this is just to remind

13 us all that if we are dealing with affidavits in this next

O 14 conf e . nee , including affidavits that the A pplicant is not

15 privy t ) see. It may be necessary to have some kind of an

161n-camera session. Maybe that just requires arrangements

17 ahead of tim e with the Bell System operators to allow some

18 of us to wander in and out of that call as in-camera
19 material comes up.

i

20 CHAIRMAN ET.0CH: I can see that that could

21 conceivably be very complex, but we would hve to face that,'

22 I guesu , be f ore we finally set the date for such a

23 confer ence.

24 It is also possible it would get suf ficien tly

25 com pley ' hat we would actually need to travel to Wisconsin.

O
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() 1Have you now concluded, Mr. Churchill?

2 MR. CHURCHILLs Yes, I have now concluded.

(} 3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, you have been'

4 waiting through a lot of discussion. It is your turn.

5 MR. ANDERSON 4 Yes, I have several things, if I

6 may , Mr. Bloch. The first thing is, in the order as the

7 aatters came up, with respect to Westinghouse's position as

8 to thes role of the public and matters that affect their

9 interest. We consider their position to be patently

10 groundless and antithetical to the values that this society

11 cherishes.

12 As to the second, I think we can enlighten

13 Westinghouse as to who released the information. The

O 14 inf ormatica that was under a protective order in Wisconsin,

15 which the company swore was vital to maintain its protective

16 na ture f or their economic interest, was released by

17 Wisconsin Electric ?over Company to the news media. So, if

18 they want to worry about the sanctity of their material I

19 think they may want to direct their concerns to Wisconsin

20 Electric.

|
| 21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, is any of that

22 released material now claimed still to be confidential?

23 MR. ANDERSON: No, the actua3 material in that

24 context was of an economic nature, not of a safety nature.

25 But it was a matter subject to the S ta te Commission 's

|

:
!
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() 1 protective order.

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Please, continue.

3 MR. ANDERSON: The third i s ', we will wait f.or

4 further comment until we see the staff brief. We view the

5 concept of due process pertain to these protective orders,

6 and the most recent Wiseman affidavit and that the statutory

7 provisions -- let me strike that.

8 The administrative provisions for the

9 determination by the staff pertain in a situation which is

10 outside of a hearing context, and if you have a hearing

11 context you have to read the statutes' entire material with

'

12 the concepts of due process.

13 Related to that, if it is not too late, we would

O 14 suggest tha t it migh t be appropriate for the Board to now

15 :eview the Wiseman~ affidavit and supplement thereto until

16 such time as it determines whether it is appropriate to have

17 that material submitted and parties receiving copies of it.

~

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs Unfortunately, that is not open

19 to us because we have already read it, as we indicated in

20 commenting on it today. We could say it was excluded from

21 the record if you made a sufficient showing of that or we so

22 decided . But there is no way that we can not read it.

23 MR. ANDERSON: I think at this point, if I

() 24 understand the tenor of the discussion, the Board has not

25 yet determined whether it is appropriate that those matters

O
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() t in the Wiseman af fidavit be excluded from the parties. Is

2 that correct?

() 3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH4 That is correct.

4 MR. ANDERSON: I think it would be appropriate for

5us to wait until the Board has made that determination

6 bef ore we file such a motion.

7 CHAIRMhN BLOCH: It is also possible tht the lack

8 of availability of that document to the parties might

9 actually delay the ability to ha ve a conference on the issue

10 of confidentiality.

11 MR. ANDERSON: Yes. I think it will be in the

12 interest of everyone to determine the accuracy of the

13 Westinghouse position in this regard as soon as possible.

14 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor?

15 MR. ANDERSON: Let me finish my point before Mr.

16 Davis responds. -

17 I will elaborate more on this later, but just so

18 that all the parties are alerted as to what the grounds of a

19 motion f or not providing protection are, we do not view the

20 grounds set forth in subsection 5 as separate and distinct

21from those in sub 4. I think there is an area of overlap

22 and we would not want any silence on our part in this

23 telephone conference to indicate that we accept that sub 4

241s separable and distinct from sub 5.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, I think if I

O
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() 1 understand correctly what has been said by Westinghouse, it

21s really that if (b)(4) applies, we could still release the

(} 3 documents under (b)((5).

4 HR. ANDERSON: Well, what I was speaking to, so

5that our silence will not be construed as acquiescence,

6 solely to the concept of whether our argument that

7 protection was not appropriate applies a concession that the

8 documents are in f act trade secret, even apart from a

9 balancing process. That is all I meant to speak to. We

10 indicated that we do not believe that is separate from the

11 balatcing process.

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Now, there is a problem with the

13 position you are taking now, and that is, at the hearing I

' 14 do understand Mr. Churchill was corect, your limited your

15 objections to the trade secret status of the tests involved .

16 Are you now trying to change that position?

17 MR. ANDERSONs No, that is the next point, let me

18 just lead to that because I think that will take care of

19 your question, if I may, Mr. Bloch.

20 If we can f or sim plicty 's sake separate the trade

21 secret material into that which describes the process of how

22 it is undertaken from that which is the test result of the.

23 process once performed. We are only challenging in this

() 24 proceeding the test results and not th e process, and we are

25 not changing or altering that p os t ur e .

A
V
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{} 1 What I do want to indicate, though, is that the

2 f act that we are not challenging the process portion of that

3 aaterial does not mean that we concede that trade secret~

4 protection is appropriate. Really, we are not litigating

5that issue. It is a question of prioritizing our litigation

6 points and not a question of concession.
,

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs You do understand that the Board

81s going to face some difficult questions about its own

9 jurisdiction , and that we will be briefed thoroughly by the

10 0ther parties on our lack of jurisdiction.

11 MR. ANDERSON: That also nicely works into my next

12 and last point. In terms of the staff's proposal for the

13 first date for the next telephone conference of November 30,

p'
14 1t may be in terms of the intervening vacation period that'

15 we would not receive the material until November 30, and I

16 would suggest that the first date for the subsequent

17 telephone conference on this not be prior to somthing like

18 December 4, for that reason.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The speed which the Board was

20 pre pa red to adopt was related solely to its perception that

21 Decade wanted speed on this issue. So, there is no reason

22 why we could not delay until December 4

23 MR. ANDERSON: We still want a quick release, but

(') 24 we do not see how we can be responsive without having a

25 major filing in hand at least a day or so before we discuss
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Q 1 1t.

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCHa In fact, Mr. Anderson, the date

3 suggested by staff as an alternate date was December 7. Is

4 that date acceptable to you?

5 MR. ANDERSON: That date appears to be acceptable

6at this time.

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Would it also be acceptable to

8 you if we had a four-day rule? That is, that any additional

9 filings that anyone wished to make would have to be served

10 0n the other parties a t least four days before that date of

11 hearing?

12 MR. ANDERSON: We can accept that now, but I would

13 only indicate that it is hard to be firm in that response

14 without seeing what the nature of the filing is.

15 But if it is less than a good-cause showing for

16 further time in order to be heard, I think we can accept

17 that as a going basis.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: All right. Have you further

19 comments, Mr. Anderson ?

20 MR. ANDERSON: No .

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Davis?

22 MR. DAVIS: Thank you, Judge Bloch.

23 I would like to propose an siternative to the

O 24echedu11ng es it is nov 1eid out, more to fec111 tate the

25 matter than to complicate it.

O
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(v~) 1 Is it possible that you, Westingh ouse , and the

2 staff being the only parties who have the November 13

's 3 Wiseman affidavit, could hold a conference, in camera, if
(G

4 you will, before the subsequent hearing that you are

5 speaking of now to determine whether or not our perception

6of the rule is going to be upheld by this Board.

7 Should the Board rule against us - which we'

8 conceive to be unlikely - we could in the interim then

9 prepare an expurgated version of the Wiseman affidavit,

10 possibly, and furnish that to all parties to aid in the

11 subsequent hearing on the proprietary treatment to be

12 af f orded the underlying tests and test result data.

13 CHAIRMAN B10CH: Thst may be a way of proceeding.

O 14 Mr. Davis, though, are you sure at this point that you could

15 not further simplify things by agreeing that the only
,

16 proprietary information in that affidavit is the amount of

17 money spent by Westinghouse on the process?

18 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor, I am absolutey positive.

19 0ur perception of who we perceive our competitors are, what

20 processes they worked on, what facilities they have worked

21 on; who we perceive as our customers and hence our

Z2 com petitors ' customers, is all quite important to our

23 policy-making and decision-making process in the competitive

() 24 sense.

25 CHAIRMAN B10CH: Also, obviously it is not already

()
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{} 1 public because you would not be able to protect c1 ready

2 public informa tion.

3 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor, I cannot accept that.

4Now, this migh t be perceived as going to the substance as

5 opposed to simply procedural at this point, but I would like

6 t o --

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs I am saying, your position is not

Sit is not already public. Is that correct?

9 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor, th at is not our position.

10 Some inf orma tion could be public but our perception of that

11 and how we deal with that public information is quite

12 important to our competeitive position.

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I understand.

14 I take it also that this in-camera session would

15 be in camera and would exclude Decade because you would

16 object to the granting af a protective order f or the purpose

17 of allowing Decade to pa rticipa te.

18 MR. DAVIS: That is right, Your Honor. As I

19 stated somewhat earlier today, we feel that this is an issue

20 between us and the staff - pardon me. It is an issue

21 between Westinghouse and the Commission, the Commission in
;

22 the broad sense.

23 The parties, the persons from the Commission that

() 24 we are talking about now is the Board and the staff.

25 Depending on what the Commission and Westinghouse determine
,

O
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() tis the appropriate way to proceed, then we could furnish or

2 not furnish an expurgated version of this affidavit, for

{} 3 instance, or furnish subsequent affidasvits showino why the

4 entire first affidavit is or should be held from public

5 disclosure.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I think if the staff is in

7 agreement that a protective orde. is not appropriate,

8 perhaps on slightly different grounds, that we lack

9 jurisdiction entirely; is that correct?

10 MR. SHOEMAKER: Ed Shoemaker, Your Honor.

11 Staff has not taker; any particular positon at all

12 yet on whether ilt would be appropriate to share this

13 November 13 Wiseman affidavit under a protective order. I

O 14 think that falls within the discretion of the Board, to

15 determine when to issue a protective order and when its

16 reach would be adequate.

17 Normally, you could just provide this as an
,

18 addition to the existing protective order for the underlying

19 inf orma tion that has been shared, but there is now this

20 question f rom Westinghouse on the reliability of the pa rties

21 subject to the protective order.i

22 The staff, I do not think, wants to take a

23 position on that issue.

24 MR. DAVIS: Pardon me, Mr. Chairman and Mr.

25 Shoemaker. Judge, Westinghouse is proposing that subsequent
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1Wiseman affidavit dated Novembr 13 be withheld from two

2 parties to this proceeding, Decade and WEPCO. WEPCO and

3 Decade would both be allowed access to the information under

4 the already existing protective order.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: And I take it, M r. Churchill,

6 that WEPCO is not interested in this informa tion; is that

7 correct?

8 HR. CHURCHILLs No, we are not in terested in that

9 inf ormation .

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs So , the only issue is whetner a

11 protective order might be issued with respect to Decade.

12 Mr. Anderson, in the past when we have issued

13 protective orders you refused to participate in in-camera
Od 14 sessions anyway. Is this discussion entirely moot?

15 HR. ANDERSON: No, it is not. The in-camera

16 proceedings we refused to participate in related to tsst

17 results. We have no idea what this affidavit contains. We

18 would , firstly, object to the procedure proposad by Mr.

19 Davis for that reason.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Davis, by what time would it

21 be possible for you to file a brief witn accompanying

22 af fidavits concerning the issue of whether or not we should

231ssue a protective order to permit the Wiseman af fidavit to

O 24be reviewed by Decade 2

25 MR. DAVIS 4 Your Honor, if the Board is inclined

O
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() 1to grant the idea of having an on-the-record telephone

2 conference in the nature of a prehearing conference prior to

{} 3 the December 7 prehearing conference, I would of course get
,

4 the brief and accompanying affidavit - affidavits if any -

5to all parties.

6 CHAIBMAN B10CHs That was not what I was

7 anticipa ting. I was anticipating a prior decision as to

8 whether the information in the Wiseman affidavit has to be

91n the hands of Decade before we discuss with Westinghouse

10 and staff, and Decade, whether or not -- well, I guess at
,

11 that point there would be no need for a further preliminary

12 conf erence .

13 Yes, we would then be discussing whether or not

Os 14 the Wiseman affidavit should be made public.

15 MR. DAVISs That is right. And should we not be

16 talking about this idea of having another prehearing

17 con f eren ce ? The December 7 prehearing conference is still a

18 viable idea. Our brief would of course reach the Board

19 bef ore that second conference, the earlier conference. We

20do not know when that is, yet.
,

|
! 21 MR. ANDERSON: Mr. Bloch, this is Peter Anderson
,

! 22 s pe a kin g .

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCHa Yes.

() 24 dR. ANDERSON: It wod1d seem to me that there is a

25 pre requisite legal question of whether it is possible for

!
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(]} 1 eny facts to be subject to a protective order that excludes

2 the parties in a proceeding such as this, that has to be

3 answered before it is even necessary to examine our role or

4 discuss the actual contents of that affidavit. I would

5 suggest we handle it in that sequential manner, if I may.

6 CHAIRHAN BLOCH: Mr. Davis, I do not quite

7 understand. It seems to me that if Decade is entitled 'o

8 participate we must first decide whether it is entit' led to

9 obtain the information under a protective oder before we can

10 meet about the basic underlying question of the

11 releasability of the information. Do you disagree with that?

12 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor, I do not disagree with

13 tha t. I agree with you tha t any brief or affiavits that we

O 14 file would be filed in time to reach all parties prior to

15 this earlier telephone conference that we are talking about

16 now. I do not know when that is now.

17 If we are talking about having a telephone call

18 Tue sda y of next week, let's say, one week from toda y , I

19 would endeavor to have the brief out this week, Friday, in

20 order to reach all parties Monday.

21 If we have the telephone conference after

22 Thanksgiving , the 27th of November, I would attempt to have

23 t h e brief out and affidavits prior to that, let's say the

() 24 20th of November or the 23rd of November.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCHz I think what I would prefer to do

O
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(]) 1since there may be actually three steps before we can finish

2 this part of the proceeding, that is first the determination

fj 3 on the protective order; second, the determination on the
V

4 Wiseman affidavit; third, the underlying determination on

5 the confidentiality of the test da ta .

6 I would like to set a deadline for you to file

7 that brief by November 20, and then I think we need to allow

8 time of approximately five days for response. I do not see

9 how we can proceei beyond that. That, of course, makes the

10 December 7 date extremely tenuous at this point.

11 Mr. Anderson, I take it you would want five days

12 to respond, would you not?

13 MR. ANDERSON: I think we may be able to respond

O 14 more quickly , and if we can, we certainly would suggest that

15 the times be compressed upon the ability of the parties to

16 meet shorter time periods. But I would like that at least,

17 yes.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH How does staff feel about th ese
,

19 de adlines ?

20 MR. BACHMANNs Wer are caucusing at the moment.

21 Would you give us a moment?

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, do you have a

23 response?

() 24 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. I just would like some

25 clarification. Westinghouse's brief that is due on November

O
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() 1 20, that is on the question of whether Decade would be able

2 to see the Wiseman affidavit under protective order, in that

3 correct?
{~)

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs That is the sole subject of that

5brief.

O MR. C~f URCHILLs Now, you asked me earlier whether

7 the Applicant was interested in seeing the information in

8 the protectice order and I replied we were not. By that I

9 mean in a substantive sensea I do not want to learn

10 a nything about their marketability or their numbers or costs

11 that they do not i ant WEPCO to know.

12 On the other hand, to the extent that there might

13 be a protective order that could just oo to me as an

O 14 individual or as an attorney, or to the extent that it would

15 be helpf ul f or me to at least be present during conference

16 calls or deliberations during this, I think I would like to

17 be present or be involved in that if there wa s a way we

18 could do that in a manner consistent with Westinghouse's

19 wishes.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Davis, is it possible to

21 permit Mr. Churchill as an individual to gain access to that

221f f id avit ?

23 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor, my recollection of the

() 24 dif ference of head-notes that I have been reading in the

251ast few weeks is that in one instance allowing an attorney

O
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() 1 f or a pa rty to see papers does not subsequently make the
~

2 party who released that information to the opposing

({} 3 attorney 's perusal lose an argument on a Freedom of

4 Inf ormation Act disclosure.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs I think that is cJear, Mr. Davis,

6that anything we do under protective order does not affect

7 the question of whether there has been a public release.

8 MR. SHOEMAKER 4 Ed Shoemaker here. And it is not

9a waiver of the right to claim an exemption under the

to Freedom of Informition Act, there is case law to support

11 tha t.

12 MR. ANDERSON: In any event, if I may interject -

13 this is Peter Anderson - I do not think we have to cross

0
14 that bridge as yet. The November 20 date of the proceeding

151s contempla ted , ss I understand it, to just be on the law,

16 not on the substance of the Wiseman affidavit.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Well, in fact, I think the

18 principal object of tha t motion, as I understand it, is the

19 f actual question about the trustworthiness of Decade.

20 MR. ANDERSONs Well, the trustworthiness of Decade

21 or for that matter of Wisconsin Electric, or for that matter

22of Westinghouse, is not the subject for which they are

Z3 cla iming proprie ts ry trea tmen t. I assume if they are going

24 to establish there is no trustworthiness of Environmental

25 Decade they would not want to keep that closeted.,

t

i
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() 1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Davis, have you a comment on

2 what portion of the brief on November 20 can be shared with

3 Wisconsin Electric, and whether you think you can arrange

4 that Mr. Churchill personally can see the Wiseman affidavit?

5 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor, I will be serving a copy

6 of the brief and any supporting affidavit on all parties. I

7 think that is clear.

8 To the extent that the affidavits in turn contain

9 proprietary information, we are going to be having somewhat

10 of a circular argument here.

11 I believe at the present I have no objection to

12 Mr. Churchill seeing the document, the Wiseman affidavit, as

131on g as that remains in Westinghouse's possession, if you

O''"
14 will . I do not know how to arrange that.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Do you know if the form of

16 protective order that was offered by Wisconsin Electric to

17 Decade is acceptable to you at this point, if I were to make
1

18 1t applicabale to the receipt of documents by Mr. Churchill?

19 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor, I do not have that form

20 offered to Decade by Wiscon sin Electric in front of me, nor

21 do I have ready access to it. I am ir another office that

22 has a speaker phone and it would take a while to run across

23 this document.

| () 24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I am prepared to assume that

25somehow you and Mr. Churchill will be able to work this out,

O
t

|
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() 1but if you do not, of course the Board can be called on to

2 rule on the narrow question of the protective order in that

(V~$
3 instance also.

4 MB. DAVIS I have another question which comes to

5 mind. I fail to see how Mr. Churchill could assist the

6 Board and the parties to this proceeding, the resolution of

7 this matter , apart from his role as counsel for Wisconsin

SElectric Power Company. Hence, I see Wisconsin Electric

9 Power Company seeing this document when Mr. Chutchill sees

10 it.

11 This is a novel question that I did not expect to

12 be raised today, hence, I did not study it at any great

131en g th . I did not confer with others more conversant with

O 14 this particular issue. I would prefer to qualify my earlier

15 agreement to let Mr. Churchill see it, even in

16 Westinghouse * s possession , until I have a chance to do some

17 of those things, that is, converse with others and study the

18 matter a little f urther.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, do you want us to

20 pursue this matter f urther, or would you prefer that you

21 pursue it privately first? '

22 MR. CHURCHILLs I think that the Board does not

Z3 have to take up its time at this point on this because I

() 24 thirk that Mr. Davis and I can talk about this and work

25 something out.

O
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(]) 1 What I am trying to do is to be able to keep<

2 myself involved in the various conferences and briefings,

gg 3 and so on, to the maximum extent possible, without
V

4 compromising any proprietary inf ormation.

5 It was a suggestion on my part that perhaps I

6 could as an individual - granted as an attorney representing

7 Wisconsin Electric - but as an individual be privy to this

8information with the understanding that I would not be

9 disclosing the substantive information to Wisconsin

10 Electric. That was all I was suggesting.

11 I think that Mr. Davis and I could pursue this

12 matter further and see if we can come to an understanding of

13 how best to do this.

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Now I need one comment and that

151s from staff, as to whether it is prepared to respond

16 simultaneously with Decade in response to Westinghouse 's

17 filing, which will be called for on November 20, that is
,

I 18 five days --

19 MR. BACHMANN: This is Mr. Bachmann.

20 Ihe staff's position at this point is that since

!
21 ve are filing the other staff brief on the 25th, that we

22 would prefer to have until December 1st to respond to

Z3 Wes tinghouse 's filing.

() 24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I think the problem is that that

25 gets things backwa rds for the Board. For us to proceed we
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() 1need first to determine the issue on the protective order

2 about the Wiseman af fidavit. I would prefer that if you

3 wanted to you delayed the other document.{)
4 MR. BACHMANN: That would be perfectly acceptable

5 to staff, sir. I suppose at that point we could respond to

6 the Westinghouse brief by five days after we are in receipt,

7 and perhaps an additional five days to file the original

8 brief that we propose.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH All righ t, then that schedule is

10 adopted by the Board, that Westinghouse shall file its brief

11 concerning the issuance of a protective oder on the Wiseman

12 affidavit by November 20, and that the other parties sPall

13 have five days within which to respond.

O
14 Mr. Churchill, I did not ask you whether that was

15 acceptable to you. Is it?

16 MR. CHURCHILL 4 Yes, I assume tha t if we actually
.

17 receive the brief on the 20th, which is a Friday, that we

18 would respond by Monday. Do we count the weekends in that

19 five days?

20 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor?

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Yes.

22 MR. DAVIS 4 this is Frank Davis. I was

23 contemplating filing this thing on the 20th of November. I

() 24 a m in Pittsburgh. It is going to be very difficult for me

25 to get it in anyone 's hand on the 20th; it is possibly

O
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() 1 1m p ossib le .

2 I have an added problem of not having the

{} 3 advantage to an overnight transcript of this prehearing

4 conference. So, I am going to find it impossible to make

5 that November 20 filing any earlier., It is going to be

6 difficult enough on th e 20th and impossible to do it any

7 earlier in order to allow receipt by the 20th.

8 The Commission 's rules speak of weekends not being

9 counted when five days is the time to respond, or within
,

10 which to do something.

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs We will allow the parties until

12 the 27 th to respond, although if they actually rec 2ive the

13 documents later than the 23rd, their deadline will be five

O
14 working days.

15 We have only one further matter that I wish to

16 address, and that concerns the status of Decade's motion to

17 compel. He asked that informal discussions be held.

18 M r. Anderson, is that motion still alive?

19 MR. ANDERSON: Before we move on this this third

20 matter, could I move one last thing back to the previous

I
21 m at ter , Mr. Bloch?

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH Please.
,

.3 MR. ANDERSONs The matter of the trade secret has'

() 2sinvolved some discussion by Westinghouse in this

53 conversation as well as reflected in the previous filings of

(
!

|
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{} 1both Westinghouse and Wisconsin Electric to the effect that

2 if the filings they make in support of trade secret are not

3 accepted, they would anticipate being given a second chance

4 to provide additional filings to the Board.

5 To the extent that is in f act a correct

6 understanding of their position , we would indicate righ t nov

7 that we object to any such policy. We would assume that the

8 filings they make in support of trade secret protection in

9 this phase of the proceeding would be their filings and ther

10 would ha ve to service their filings f or the purpose of

11 appeal and so forth.

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I think that we appreciate your

13 putting the parties on notice of that position. But I think

14 1t is probably more appropriate to make it in your written

15 filing so that we can evaluate what your position is at tha t

16 time.

17 NB. ANDERSON: Certainly, I just did not want

18 silence again be misconstrued.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Is there any other importsnt

20information to raise on the confidentiality issue before we

21 go on to this other matter?

22 MR. CHURCHILL: Just an unimportant one, Your

Z3 Hono r. This is Mr. Churchill.

() 24 When is the staff brief on your jurisdiction due?

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That is five additional days

O
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O ' meter we aeciae ene 1 ue or orotective oraer- te en t -
'

2 problem?

3 MR. CHURCHILLs If you'are addressino me, no. I
'

4 was just wondering for my notes here.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH. I think it is a problem for me,

6 M r. Churchill. I am pleased that you put it in that way. I

7 think we should not act on the protective order question

8 until we also have that brief. I think I am reconsidering

9 the schedule I just set. That seems more appropriate to me.

10 Mr. Bachmann, wha t do you think a bout that?

11 MR. BACHMANN: Excuse me, Your Honor, just for a

'

12 second , we have to check with some of our people here.

13 Er. Chairman, after discussion we would propose

O 14 that the staff's response to the Westinghouse brief would be

15 on November 30, and the brief on jurisdiction would be filed

16 December 7.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That is actually slower than we

18 just said, right?
|

|

|
19 MR. BACHMANNs It was pointed out to me by some of

20 the people that are having input to this that,we do have the

21 Tha nksgiving weekend in beteveen there, and that is going to

22 cause a certain amount of information we will need to put it

23 together to be held up a bit.

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Since I am going to need both --

25I really am not going to issue a protective order if I do

A
V
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{][ 1 not have jurisdiction. So, it seems to me that we ought to

2 permit the following schedule as preferable to the one I had

3 just suggested, and that is that Westinghouse should go

4 ahead with its filing on November 20.

5 But then on December 7 we would expect responses

6to the Westinghouse brief plus the brief on Board

7 j urisdiction . Now, are there comments on that?

8 MR. DAVIS: Yes, Your Honor. This is Frank Davis

9 again of Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

10 I noticed there are at least two weeks to respond

11 to our brief by all other parties, whereas we are given

12 three days now in which to file so me thin g , three working

13 d ay s. That is even assuming that we can get overnight

14 delivery on the transcript.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Would you like a little longer on

16 your filing ?

17 MR. DAVIS: Your Honor, I would indeed, especially

181n light of the fact that other parties are now being given

19 two weeks-plus in which to respond to our brief. I would

20 hope I could get perhaps to mid-week.

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: November 24?

22 MR. DAVIS: That would be fine, Your Honor.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I accept that, Westinghouse shall

() 24 have until November 24, and then the other parties may

25 respond and submit a brief on jurisdiction on December 7.

O
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() 1 Westinghouse also may on December 7 submit its brief on

2 jurisdiction to the extent it needs to supplement what has

3 already been filed. We already have some arguments on

4 jurisdiction . But I would prefer that that be fully briefed

5 on December 7.

6 Now, are there comments on that?

7 MR. ANDERSON: This is Mr. Anderson speaking.

6Previously I understood that there were going to be four

9 days permitted to respond to the staff brief on Board

10 jurisdiction. Would that still be the case, sir? Or

11 perhaps we would want to advance the date f or the Roard

12 jurisdiction ?

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You are suggesting that

- 14 simultaneous filing is not a good idea, that you should have

15 additional time af ter the other parties.

16 MR. ANDERSON: Well, the way it was previously

17 discussed, the staff indicated they were going to object to

18 the Board's jurisdiction and file a matter, and that people

19 would have a chance to respond to it.

20 I think, yes, the bottom line answer is, we at

21 least want to have a right to respond. Whether we need to

22 avail ourselves of that is not apparent at this time.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: All right, what day is tha week

() 24 of the 11th, what day is the 7th ?

25 MR. ANDERSON: The 11th will be fine, sir. The
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O '7th i= e "oaa r-

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: All right, let us have all

3 parties have a right to reply by December 11th, reply on

4 jurisdiction. Is there any further objection to that

5 schedule?

6 MR. DAVIS Your Honor, this is Frank Davis

7 again. I do not have an objection but rather now with to

8 clarif y a point. We spoke before cf a December 7th

9 conference. That is obviously out of the picture now.

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH4 That is correct. We are going to

11 set further dates after we have a chance to tesolve these

12 threshold issues.

13 MR. DAVIS: Thank you, Your Honor.

O 14 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs My intention, to make it clear

15for the pa r tie s , is to attempt to resolve this issue on the

16 papers. Does anyone feel strongly that there is a need for

17 oral argument following the filing of these papiers?

18 MR. ANDERSON: Not at this time.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs All right, unless there was some

20 special showing later, we will then resolve this issue on

i 21 the papers unless the Board felt after the reading the

22 papers that oral argument would help it.

23 Is there any further important issue on the

f 24 con fiden tiality question?
,

25 There being none, I do wan t to ask M r. Anderson

| O
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() 1now to tell me whether his motion to compel is still

2 standing?

3 MR. ANDERSON: Yes. When we reviewed the{}
4 transcript af ter the last hearing in Milwaukee - I an a

S little bit uncertain on how to proceed - we believe that the

6 sanner in which the company responded to the interrogatories

7 was not responsive. The question in our mind is, would it

8 be best to pursue this with respect to repeating the motions

9 for the full demonstration sleeving program as opposed to

10 going back to the demontration?

11 CHAIRM&N BLOCH4 Well, more specifically, what

12 have been your discussions with Wisconsin Electric pursuant

13 to the Board 's order at our last conference?

O
14 MR. ANDERSON: We withheld that, Your Honor,

15 pending the determination of whether it is the Board's

16 pleasure that things roll over and start again, or have a

17 continuation f rom the last. We were uncertain as to how to

18 proceed .

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Well, the point is that you
|

|
20cannot move under my ruling or any Board ruling unless you

i

' 21 have first determined through conversations with Wisconsin

22 Electric that there is a real dispute.

23 Therefore, however you want to do it, you have to

( 24 talk to them about whether they are are objecting to what

25 you want .
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() 1 HR. AMDERSON: We understand, but the professional

2 question I am asking is,.does the Board want discovery to

(} 3 start anew, or does it want to continue from the

4 demonstration? If it is going to start anew we would just

5 raise that whole process with the recognition that there is

6 a requirement for that oral communication first in the

7 context of the full scale.

8 CHAIRNAN BLOCHs I am not sure what you mean by

9 " start anew." Documents already filed in the proceeding are

10 still filed in the proceeding, and information available to

11 rou is still available. You may pursue matters that are

12 still open, providing they relate to full-scale sleeving.

13 MR. ANDERSONs In that regard, though, what we

O 14 would propose to do is communicate with Mr. Churchill later

15 this af ternoon and then s'uomarize that conversation from our

16 persective in our November 22nd report. I suspect that it

17 vill be still open, but I cannot say that for a fact at this

18 point in time.

19 CHAIhMAN BLOCHs All right, there being a

20 sta te men t by Decade that they have not yet discussed this

,

21 question inf ormally , there is no need for us to rule now.

22 Is other any matter of pressing b usiness tha t we

23 must take up?

) 24 MR. ANDERSON. I am not sure it is pressing. Let

25 me raise it and see how you want to dispose of it.

O
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() 1 We have a interrogatory request served upon us,

2 dated November 10. I want to raise with Mr. Churchill the

(} 3 f act it would appear that the responses at this early'

4 juncture would be not terribly meaningful, and I wanted to

5 ask if he would want to have the answers postponed as

6 opposed to being required 14 days from that receipt, which

71s of November 11th.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: M r. Churchill?

9 MR. CHURCHILLs Well, I do not agree that the

10 responses would not be terribly meaningful because the

11 information has been out. The questions, as you can see

12 f rom the purpose of th em , a re designed to find out just what

13 basis you have to form any kind of a genuine issue for these

O
14 contentions. I want to find that out as soon as possible.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: All right, this is *he kind of

16 informal discussion th a t should be going on without Board

17 participation.

18 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you, sir.

19 MR. DAVISs Judge Bloch, Frank Da vis again.

| 20 Bef ore we ring off I would like to know how to order a

21 transcript.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Please, stay on the line. The

23 reporter should stay on to speak with you.

() 24 MR. DAVIS: Thank you.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCHs Is there any other pressing

O
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4

- 1 business? -There being none, this hearing is adjourned.

2 (Whereupon, at 1415 p.m. the telephone conference'

,

i

3 in the above-entitled matter was concluded. )
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